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See Change is Ireland’s national mental health stigma reduction partnership. Its work is informed by people with 
lived experiences of mental health difficulties, including its 50+ Ambassadors, who are best placed to give insight 

into mental health stigma and discrimination.

See Change has developed a six-step pledge programme to help Irish workplaces create an open culture around 
mental health and play a role in challenging mental health stigma. The programme includes 

workshops, templates and a suite of resource documents to help organisations and staff 
implement real change. 

See Change is a project of Shine, along with Headline, Ireland’s national media programme for responsible 
reporting and representation of mental ill health and suicide. Shine is a national organisation that provides 

information and support for people affected by mental health difficulties and their families.

OUR VALUES

EQUALITY
People affected by mental health problems are entitled to the same human rights as everyone else in 

society without discrimination.

INCLUSIVITY
Our work is inclusive of the voices of lived experience. We work closely with our ambassadors to create a 

disruptive social movement to end mental health stigma.

EMPOWERMENT
We endeavour towards a society where people with lived experience of mental health difficulties can live 

self-determined lives free from stigma and discrimination.

OPENNESS
Our work is accessible, understanding and compassionate.

DIGNITY
Our actions are driven by the desire to maintain, promote and enhance the lives of all.

ABOUT SEE CHANGE
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See Change works with over 100 partner organisations and 55 trained Volunteers to end the stigma and discrimination 
associated with mental health difficulties. Our objective is to challenge people’s understanding and perceptions of 
mental health issues to ensure that everyone enjoys the same rights on an equal basis.

See Change’s vision is that every person in Ireland can be open and positive about mental health, understanding it as a 
normal part of the ups and downs of life. The Green Ribbon campaign aims to end mental health stigma by prompting 
a national conversation about mental health and to encourage people to educate themselves about mental health 
difficulties.

Our Green Ribbon Campaign is supported by the National Office of Suicide Prevention, and strongly aligns to 
Connecting for Life Goal’s 1 and 3.

CONNECTING FOR LIFE GOAL 1:  
To improve the nation’s understanding of and attitudes to suicidal behaviour, 
mental health and wellbeing.
 

CONNECTING FOR LIFE GOAL 3:
To improve the implementation of effective approaches to reducing suicidal behaviour among 
priority groups. 

To comply with government guidelines around the Covid-19 pandemic, the 9th annual Green Ribbon campaign was 
run as a virtual campaign, with two online launch events and weekly online events thereafter. 

SEE CHANGE CELEBRATES ITS 9th 
GREEN RIBBON CAMPAIGN
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CAMPAIGN AIM: 
To educate the Irish public about mental health and encourage open and honest conversations about mental 
health difficulties

9TH YEAR of the Green Ribbon campaign

DISTRIBUTION:
Almost 400,000 Ribbons distributed nationwide

Nearly 1,000 face masks distributed as part of the campaign

Nearly 1,000 enamel pins distributed 

DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS:
Boots, Eir, Irish Rail and AIB

SUPPORTERS:
55 volunteers, 100+ partner organisations, the general public

ONLINE PRESENCE:
Dedicated hashtags #GreenRibbonIRL #EndTheStigma, Ambassador content every Thursday, 
#TimeToTalk day, #GetUncomfortable Pre-Campaign, Downloadable Supporters Pack, Weekly podcast 
episodes on ‘See Change Sessions with Alittlegail’ 

240+ attendees joined us for Green Ribbon events

CALL TO ACTION:

     WEAR THE GREEN RIBBON TO END MENTAL HEALTH STIGMA

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW
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MENTAL HEALTH STIGMA AND DISCRIMINATION

Mental health stigma is the shame that society puts on people with mental health difficulties - from those living with 
anxiety and depression to those who have been diagnosed with mental illnesses like Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder 
or Psychosis. 

People with mental health difficulties often experience discrimination, which occurs when a person is treated 
unfairly than others due to their mental health issue. 

Sometimes a person with a mental health difficulty can also experience self-stigma, where they start to believe 
that what is being said or reported about their mental illness is true. For example, that people with mental health 
difficulties are dangerous, can’t hold down a job, or do not recover.

As a result of stigma and discrimination, many people with mental health issues are left feeling ashamed, devalued 
and isolated. Stigma can also prevent a person from seeking the help they need.

WHAT WE CAN DO TO END MENTAL HEALTH STIGMA AND DISCRIMINATIONWHAT WE CAN DO TO END MENTAL HEALTH STIGMA AND DISCRIMINATION 

Pick up a Green Ribbon and wear it to let 
people know that you are open to having 
conversations about mental health 

Start having conversations about 
mental health with friends, family and 
colleagues

Run Green Ribbon events in your 
community or workplace to raise 
awareness about mental health

Educate yourself on the different mental 
health conditions and the recovery 
process

• Images under ‘What can we do...’: Can we make these more cartoon-like to match the rest 
of the booklet (like the image style of Mental Health Matters and Stand Up to Stigma booklets)
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THIS YEAR’S THEME OF EXCLUSION

This year’s Green Ribbon theme of exclusion builds on last year’s theme of discrimination. 
We wanted to explore the impact that exclusion can have on a person’s mental health and provide practical ways that 
we can all become more inclusive.

Our aim was to educate the general public about the following:
• What exclusion is
• Where exclusion shows up in society
• How it feels to be excluded
• The behaviors of exclusion
• What we all can do to be more inclusive

Some people from marginalised communities with mental illnesses suffer double stigma - the stigma of being 
associated with the community they are from, as well as the stigma of having a mental health difficulty. 
By sharing stories from people with lived experiences of exclusion and mental health difficulties, and those who work 
in the area of social inclusion and mental health, we are helping to break down the stigma and discrimination that 
these groups still face on a daily basis.

MENTAL HEALTH IN IRELAND 

See Change conducted research into the current level of exposure that people in Ireland have to mental health issues. 
The research, which was conducted by Kantar, found that:

DESIGN PROMPT: please also make the stats in See Change branding colour in larger text
• Mental health problems quadrupled in Ireland since the advent of Covid-19
o In 2020, 35% of the population say they have had a personal experience of a mental health 
• Females are now experiencing higher incidences of mental health problems 
o 43% of females say they have or have had a mental health issue
• Almost 50% of people would not tell family/friends about their mental health difficulty
o Younger generations are more likely to hide a mental health difficulty

Mental health problems quadrupled in Ireland since the advent of Covid-19

In 2020, 35% of the population say they have had a personal experience of a mental 
health issue

35%

Females are now experiencing higher incidences of mental health problems

43% of females say they have or have had a mental health issue
43%

Almost 50% of people would not tell family/friends about their mental
health difficulty

Younger generations are more likely to hide a mental health difficulty

50%
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AWARENESS OF GREEN RIBBON CAMPAIGN

Awareness of the See Change Green Ribbon campaign has grown to 18% this year, compared to 16% in 2020.
Additionally, this year’s campaign was more effective than last year in terms of encouraging people to start 
conversations about mental health:

Furthermore, the recognition that it is important to talk about mental health has grown to its highest point since the 
campaign began:

Conversations in the workplace about mental health are similar to the 2020 Green Ribbon campaign, with nearly 
three in ten people saying they engaged in mental health conversations as a result of the campaign. 

There has also been a significant increase in the proportion of those aware of the campaign who acknowledge the 
importance of having conversations about mental health:

I feel it is important to continue to have open conversations about mental health 
with friends/family/colleagues in our daily lives.

Mean Score 2020      4.23  | Mean Score 2019      4.03  | Mean Score 2018      3.69

Agree strongly

Agree

Neither/nor
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Don’t Know

66%

27%

7%
0%

93% Agree

0% Disagree0%
0%

Mean Score 2021      4.59  |

More than four in ten (44%) say 
this year’s campaign is more 
effective at encouraging people to 
start conversations about mental 
health, compared to 36% in 2020

Half (50%) agree that as a result of 
the Green Ribbon campaign, they feel 
more comfortable conversing about 
mental health with someone they 
know. This represents a positive shift 
from last year (45%)

50%
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66% Two thirds (66%) of those aware of the campaign agree strongly that it is important to talk 
about mental health issues (47% in 2020)

A whopping 93% agreed with the statement:
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 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Agree strongly 47 54 20 40 57

Agree slightly 35 31 67 49 34

Neither/Nor 13 11 10 7 7

Disagree 3 1 2 2 2

Disagree strongly 2 3 1 1 -

Don’t Know 1 0 1 1 1

NET AGREE 81 85 87 88 91

NET DISAGREE 5 4 3 3 2
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS

Social media played a key role in increasing the public’s awareness of the Green Ribbon campaign. In particular, 
it successfully:
• Highlighted the key messages of the campaign:
 - What exclusion is and where it shows up in society
 - What the feelings of exclusion are
 - What the behaviours of exclusion are
 - How we can all create a more inclusive society where everyone feels seen and heard
• Created awareness about the events that were being run across the campaign
• Showcased the work of our Ambassadors and partners
• Enabled members of our community and the general public to engage with us throughout the campaign

#GETUNCOMFORTABLE PRE-CAMPAIGN 

In the lead up to the Green Ribbon campaign, we ran an online campaign throughout the month of August using 
#GetUncomfortable.

The purpose of this campaign was to go beyond talking about mental health and wellbeing and start a much broader 
and deeper conversation about how to have honest conversations about the areas of mental health that many people 
usually find uncomfortable. 

The aim of #GetUncomfortable was to encourage people to start having uncomfortable conversations 
about mental health, including suicide, drug and alcohol abuse and complex mental illnesses like psychosis and eating 
disorders. 

We also wanted to highlight how minority groups such as those from the Traveller community and the LGBTQIA+ 
community can face several layers of stigma if they also have a mental health issue – the stigma of being from a 
minority group and the stigma of having a mental health difficulty – and how this stigma can have a bigger impact 
on their mental health.
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Likes 

Engagement 

571 

- 4%

1,668 

- 26% 

SEPTEMBER FIGURES ANNUAL FIGURES

Likes 

Engagement 

944 

+ 28%

2,715

+ 500% 

SEPTEMBER FIGURES ANNUAL FIGURES

Likes 

Engagement 

1,981 

+ 14%

7,441

+ 14% 

SEPTEMBER FIGURES ANNUAL FIGURES

GREEN RIBBON SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

The Green Ribbon social media campaign reached an audience of:
• 301,100+ on Twitter
• 17,258+ on Instagram
• 45,496+ on Facebook

It also helped us to increase our social media followers by 535:
• Facebook: +95
• Instagram: +237
• Twitter: +203

Green Ribbon campaign #’s included:
• #GreenRibbonIRL
• #EndTheStigma

    FACEBOOK

     TWITTER

   INSTAGRAM
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GREEN RIBBON LAUNCH EVENTS

All of our Green Ribbon events for 2021 centered around this year’s theme of exclusion. 
Each week, we looked at a different aspect of stigma and discrimination:

To adhere to government guidelines and to make the events more accessible, all of our Green Ribbon events were 
hosted online again this year.

To kick-off this year’s campaign, we hosted two virtual launch events to understand what exclusion looks like:

DUBLIN LAUNCH

Our Green Ribbon Dublin launch took place via Zoom on Wednesday 1st September from 11:00am to 1:00pm. 
The event was hosted by See Change Programmes Leader, Barbara Brennan, and included guest speakers:
• Mayor of Fingal, Seána Ó Rodaigh
• Minister of State for Community Development and Charities at the Department of Rural and Community   
 Development, Joe O’Brien
• Seònaid Ó Murchadha, Founder of Amputee Disability Federation Ireland
• Louise O’Brien, Corporate Social Responsibility Manager, Boots
• Carrie Deway (aka Michael Verrecchia), See Change Ambassador

WEEK 1 : Understanding the topic of exclusion

WEEK 2 : Social exclusion

WEEK 3 : What exclusion feels like

WEEK 4 : The behaviours of exclusion

WEEK 5 : A week to see change: social inclusion

As an out and proud member of the LGBTQIA+ community who 
also su�ers from anxiety and depression, the exclusion I now feel for 
having a mental illness and wanting to speak out about it freely 
doesn't come as easy as you may think. Having gone from one 
closet to another, it's important that we try to make others feel 
included so they too do not feel like they are locked away in a 
mental health closet. Open the conversation and don't be afraid to 
wear your past with pride. Because without that past, you wouldn't 
be the person you are today. My name is Carrie Déway and I'm 
a suicide survivor and I'm more than ok with that!

Ca
rr

ie
 D

éw
ay

, a

ka Michael Verrecchia, , See Change Ambassador

As Minister with direct responsibility for Social Inclusion and 
oversight of the Roadmap for Social Inclusion, I spend a signi�cant 
portion, if not all, of my time as Minister, seeking ways to reduce 
and eliminate exclusion across society. The past 18 months have 
given us all an experience of what it is to be restricted, to be 
isolated, to be lonely, to feel fearful, panicked, and maybe 
overwhelmed at times. One potentially positive thing that has come 
from the past 18 months is the normalisation of people freely 
admitting that they were mentally struggling. It is vital that the 
necessary supports are provided in order to foster a culture of social 
inclusion wherein everyone, no matter their background, feels 
no shame in asking for help for a mental illness in the same way 
they wouldn’t feel shame seeking help for a physical illness.

M
in

is
te

r o

f S
tate Joe O’Brien 
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CORK LAUNCH 

Our Green Ribbon Cork launch took place via Zoom on Friday 3rd September from 11:00am to 1:00pm.  
The event was hosted by See Change Programmes Leader, Barbara Brennan, and included guest speakers:
• Lord Mayor of Cork, Cllr. Colm Kelleher
• Minister of State for Mental Health and Older People, Mary Butler
• BlindBoy
• Pobal workplace representative
• Jess McCaul, See Change Ambassador

Stigma is still a signi�cant problem for people with mental health 
di�culties, so I would like to commend all of the hard work that See 
Change is doing to change public attitudes around mental health 
and help people to realise that it’s ok not to be ok.M

in
is

te
r o

f S
ta

te
 fo

r Mental Health and O
lder People, Mary Butler

Now more than ever, we need to start having meaningful conversations 
about mental health and taking the time to educate ourselves on the 
di�erent mental  illnesses. The Green Ribbon campaign is a great 
initiative to help prompt open and honest conversations about mental 
health.

Lo
rd

 Mayor of Cork, Cllr. Colm
 Kelleher
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GREEN RIBBON WEEKLY EVENTS

SOCIAL INCLUSION PANEL DISCUSSION

Our focus for week 2 of the campaign was to explore what exclusion looks like and where it shows up in 
society.

In conjunction with the HSE National Office of Suicide Prevention (NOSP), we held an online panel discussion which 
was hosted by Ollie Skeehan, National Suicide Bereavement Support Coordinator at the NOSP.

Ollie was joined by panellists:
• Dr. Patrick O’Donnell, Clinical Fellow in Social Inclusion, School of Medicine, UL 
• Nicki Killeen, National Social Inclusion Office, HSE  
• Barbara Brennan, See Change Programmes Team Leader  
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FEELINGS OF EXCLUSION PANEL DISCUSSION

During week 3 of the campaign, our aim was to understand the feelings of exclusion and the impact this can 
have on a person’s mental health.

See Change Programmes Leader, Barbara Brennan, hosted an online panel discussion with guests:
• Adam Harris, Founder and CEO of AsIAm, Ireland’s National Autism Charity 
• Caroline McGrotty, Employment Manager at AHEAD  
• Daniela Ferro, See Change Ambassador  
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BEHAVIOURS OF EXCLUSION PANEL DISCUSSION

For week 4 of the campaign, we highlighted the behaviours of exclusion, including how the everyday 
language we use can delay a person from seeking treatment for their mental health difficulty.

See Change Programmes Leader, Barbara Brennan, hosted an online panel discussion with guests:
• Fiona Coyle, Mental Health Reform
• Patrick (Pa) Reilly, Pavee Point
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A WEEK TO SEE CHANGE PANEL DISCUSSION

Our final Green Ribbon panel discussion focused on the positive changes that we can all make to end mental 
health stigma and discrimination.

The event was hosted by See Change Programmes leader, Barbara Brennan, who was joined by panellists:
• Martin Gillick, Mental Health First Aid Ireland
• Aisling O’Neill, Roots in Africa-Ireland Network
• Keith Dore, See Change Ambassador
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SUPPORTERS PACK

Ahead of the Green Ribbon campaign, we provided our partners and the public with a Green Ribbon supporters pack 
which included:
• Animated email signatures:

 For See Change Ambassadors:

 For See Change distribution partners:

 For See Change partners: 

 For See Change workplaces:

 General Green Ribbon signature:

• Green Ribbon Bunting

• Green Ribbon Social Media Banner

• Green Ribbon Talking Cards

We're proud to be a GREEN RIBBON DISTRIBUTOR 

We're proud to be a See Change Partner supporting the Green Ribbon Campaign
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• Social Media calendar with posts 
 and graphics

1

6 7 8 109

11 12 13 14 1716

18 19 21 22 2423

25 26 27 28 29 3130

2

May 2021

15

4

• Green Ribbon poster

• A support guide for workplaces

• Green Ribbon key messages document
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GREEN RIBBON MEDIA COVERAGE HIGHLIGHTS

During the month of September, See Change and the Green Ribbon campaign were reported on in over 
50 publications, including in print, online and broadcast:

BROADCAST COVERAGE

See Change Programmes Leader, Barbara Brennan, was interviewed live on Ireland 
AM, Virgin Media’s morning television show to discuss the importance of normalising 
conversations about mental health. 

Throughout the campaign, Barbara was joined by See Change Ambassadors for radio 
interviews across the country, including:

NATIONAL COVERAGE

Presenters of RTÉ Sport wore 
Green Ribbons at day 1 of the Irish 
Racing Champions Weekend at 
Leopardstown:
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LOCAL COVERAGE

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS (GCN) ADVERTISEMENT

See Change identified the LGBTQIA + community as one 
of the groups that faces stigma and discrimination.

To reach this audience with our messages about the 
Green Ribbon campaign, we took out a one-page ad in 
GCN, a magazine and online publication dedicated to the 
LGBTQIA+ community.
 

GCN has a readership of over 33,000 per issue, with its website attracting a staggering 80,000 unique users per 
month, and therefore was the ideal choice to spread our Green Ribbon messages.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CAMPAIGN

INFLUENCER SUPPORT

Medical doctor and social media influencer, Dr Fionnula McHale, supported this 
year’s Green Ribbon campaign by sharing a photo of herself wearing a Green Ribbon and 
encouraging others to get involved in the campaign:

Dr Fionnula Mc Hale has over 90,000 followers on Instagram, who follow her for 
her advice about nutrition, fitness and looking after your mental health.

IRISH RAIL TIME TO TALK WALL

Irish Rail is one of our See Change partners that distribute Green Ribbons every year at 
Irish Rail stations nationwide.

This year, Irish Rail once again partnered with Exterion Media to create a 
Time to Talk Wall that was displayed on the large screens at Connolly, Pearse, Heuston, Limerick, Cork and 
Galway stations.  

To generate content for the Time to Talk Wall, See Change ran a social media campaign, inviting the public 
to share their thoughts and feelings about the mental health and exclusion:  

pg.39 

When I say mental health, you say.... Being part of a minority group and living with 
mental health difficulties could prevent 

someone from...

What does exclusion feel like?
When people use stigmatising words 

like ‘crazy’ or ‘mental’to describe everyday 
things, it makes me feel/think

What I’d like other people to know 
about my mental health difficulty is...

A problem shared is a problem halved. There’s always someone 
willing to help. Always be willing to have the conversation.

James O’Connor
See Change Ambassador

I would really like to encourage anyone who is thinking that because 
they have a mental health difficulty, they might not be able to step up 

and take on a significant challenge that they can. And that they can 
potentially do a lot more, achieve a lot more, or become a lot more 

than in their own minds they think they’re capable of.

Shari McDaid
See Change Ambassador

Hang on in there and it 
will get better.

Linda Garvin
See Change Ambassador

Find your people that support 
you and don’t accept anything 

less because you deserve it.

Sonia Moloney
See Change Ambassador

Talk about it. And if you’re not brave enough yet to talk about it 
yet, then talk to yourself about it, or read about people who 

have experienced it, or just write your feelings down.

James O’Connor
See Change Ambassador

pg.45 

Messages of Hope from our See Change Ambassadors
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than in their own minds they think they’re capable of.

Shari McDaid
See Change Ambassador

Hang on in there and it 
will get better.

Linda Garvin
See Change Ambassador

Find your people that support 
you and don’t accept anything 

less because you deserve it.

Sonia Moloney
See Change Ambassador

Talk about it. And if you’re not brave enough yet to talk about it 
yet, then talk to yourself about it, or read about people who 

have experienced it, or just write your feelings down.

James O’Connor
See Change Ambassador
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Messages of Hope from our See Change Ambassadors

On the 7th September, we ran a Time to Talk Day on the See Change Instagram, Facebook and Twitter 
accounts where we shared some of the responses to these prompts to encourage people to continue having 
conversations about mental health and exclusion.

Irish Rail displayed 30 second videos of our See Change poster on dPods at all other Irish Rail stations.
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SEE CHANGE SESSIONS PODCAST

In 2020, we launched the See Change Sessions, a podcast dedicated to starting a 
conversation and breaking the stigma surrounding mental health.

Every week, we invite guests onto the podcast to share their own experiences of 
living with mental health difficulties, or a representative from relevant 
organisations to provide insights and education on their specialty topic.

During the month of September our See Change Sessions podcast, hosted by See 
Change Ambassador Abigail McDonnell and guest host Barbara Brennan, followed 
the theme of exclusion and shared voices from those who have experienced it.

WEEK 1: EXCLUSION AND MENTAL HEALTH
To kick-start our Green Ribbon podcast episodes, we spoke to 
See Change Ambassadors James O’Connor, Linda Garvin and 
Shari McDaid to begin the conversation about what exclusion 
looks like, where it shows up in society and highlight how 
people can be more inclusive.

WEEK 2: SOCIAL INCLUSION
See Change Ambassador Sonia Moloney and Caroline Farrell 
from the Irish Farmer’s Association, joined us to talk about 
social inclusion.

WEEK 3: WHAT EXCLUSION FEELS LIKE
See Change Ambassador, Keith Dore, joined us to discuss the 
feelings of exclusion.

WEEK 4: THE BEHAVIOURS OF EXCLUSION
Vicky Musitongo from Roots in Africa-Ireland Network, joined 
us to highlight what some of the behaviours of exclusion are 
and how we can become more inclusive to Black and Ethnic 
Minority Groups.

WEEK 5: MESSAGES OF HOPE
For the See Change Sessions Season Finale, See Change
Programmes Leader Barbara Brennan, reflected on all of the 
wonderful messages of hope from our podcast guests.

James O’Connor

Linda Garvin

Shari McDaid

Sonia Moloney

Caroline Farrell

Keith Dore

Vicky Musitongo

Barbara Brennan

See Change Sessions podcasts are available on the See Change website, as well as popular 
platforms like Spotify, Apple Podcasts and Anchor.
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MESSAGES OF HOPE FROM OUR SEE CHANGE 
AMBASSADORS

A problem shared is a problem halved. There’s always someone 
willing to help. Always be willing to have the conversation.

James O’Connor
See Change Ambassador

I would really like to encourage anyone who is thinking that because 
they have a mental health difficulty, they might not be able to step up 

and take on a significant challenge that they can. And that they can 
potentially do a lot more, achieve a lot more, or become a lot more 

than in their own minds they think they’re capable of.

Shari McDaid
See Change Ambassador

Hang on in there and it will get better.

Linda Garvin
See Change Ambassador

Find your people that support you and don’t 
accept anything less because you deserve it.

Sonia Moloney
See Change Ambassador

Talk about it. And if you’re not brave enough yet to talk about it 
yet, then talk to yourself about it, or read about people who 

have experienced it, or just write your feelings down.

Daniela Ferro
See Change Ambassador
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AMBASSADOR INVOLVEMENT

AMBASSADOR THURSDAYS

As part of our Green Ribbon campaign, some of our Ambassadors explored the key theme of exclusion, sharing 
their lived experiences about what it’s like to be excluded in addition to having a mental health problem, and what 
people can do to help people become more inclusive.

Understanding Exclusion 
Blessing Dada explored the lack of access to mental health services for 
black and minority ethnic populations.

Exclusion 
Sonia Moloney shared her experience of how panic attacks lead to 
self-exclusion.

Six Tips on Campaigning for Social Change
Shari McDaid shared her insights on how to change Irish society so 
that everyone who had a mental health diagnosis could feel confident 
that they could pursue their dreams without fear of discrimination.
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AMBASSADOR TALKS

Throughout the month of September, 11 Ambassador talks about living with a mental health difficulty were given 
nationwide by our trained See Change Ambassadors.

Our Ambassadors also provided 6 Stigma presentations to Irish organisations to educate people about the negative 
impacts that stigma can have on a person with a mental health difficulty. 

Other See Change Ambassadors that delivered Stigma Presentations and Talks throughout the month include:

One of the most detrimental misconceptions surrounding mental health 
advocacy is the notion that advocates ‘have it all together.’ Although we, as 
mental health advocates, write and speak on some of the most vulnerable 
aspects of our lives, candidly addressing our own struggles in the hope of 
spreading awareness and helping others feel less alone, we are perceived 
as virtually infallible. 

The responses after the presentations were amazing. The stories shared 
and the spaces held for each other. This is why I speak. We don’t have to be 
alone in all this. We are stronger together. No matter where we are in our 
recovery process, we all have a voice. 
We deserve to be heard.
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WHAT OUR AMBASSADORS HAD TO SAY ABOUT GREEN RIBBON 2021

The Covid-19 pandemic has given people an idea of the loneliness that 
exclusion brings. Social isolation adversely impacts people’s mental 
health. For those living with mental health di�culties, stigma and 
exclusion go hand in hand and make life so much more di�cult than it 
needs to be.   

As an ambassador, I wear my green ribbon with pride. It’s time to 
normalise conversations about mental health and see change.
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I have only started as an ambassador for See Change this year. I have 
found everyone involved to be very passionate and 
determined to reduce mental health stigma. My own sense of self 
exclusion has led me to not be more open about my own mental health in 
the past. My fear was that if I was perceived to have a mental health 
di�culty then my employers and peers in work would look at me in a 
negatively di�erent way. Ultimately this led to me holding everything 
inside and eventually burning out.
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As a fairly new immigrant to Ireland, I wanted to feel a part of a 
community and I have found that in becoming an ambassador for See 
Change not only is there zero judgment on my mental health 
di�culties and sexuality, but they are enabling me to break down the 
stigmas for others, and most importantly the self-stigma I place on 
myself.
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PASS THE RIBBON VIDEO

During the final week of the campaign, we launched our Pass the Ribbon video. In the video, a variety of people 
wearing a Green Ribbon pass another Green Ribbon to the next person. By passing the Green Ribbon on, we are 
showing that we can come together to spread mental health awareness, and support each other, while we bring an 
end to mental health stigma.
 
Thank you to everyone who got involved in this year’s video, including our See Change Ambassadors, See Change and 
Shine colleagues, and members of the general public.
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

ASHBOURNE LIGHTS UP GREEN

 

The local businesses and organisations that participated in Ashbourne Lights Up Green as part of 
the Green Ribbon campaign include:

• Ashbourne House Hotel
• Kelly’s Public House
• AIB
• Bank of Ireland 
• Molly’s Public House
• Tags Riordan Motors
• Spec Savers

• Conways Chemist
• Grimes Estate Agents
• Paddy Powers
• High Street Ashbourne 
• N2 Electrical
• Murtaghs Hardware 
• Ashbourne Library

• Pillo Hotel
• Ashbourne Community School
• Adrian Dunne Pharmacy 
• Jennys Boutique
• Church of the Immaculate   
 Conception

Ashbourne Suicide and Prevention (ASAP) joined forces with See Change over 
2 years ago now to Light Up Ashbourne Green and to help end the stigma associated with 
mental health. It has been a strange time for everyone but we have been working away in 
the background, on social media and our poster campaign is as strong as ever. We really 
hope we can get back to our wellness talks, walks and public talks.

Our mission is ASAP will strive to educate, inform and inspire our community in the pursuit 
of achieving positive mental health, whilst adhering to norms of best practice in the 
sector.
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LET’S TALK AND WALK

The annual Let’s Talk and Walk initiative is a series of walks that are organised by the Irish Farmers Association 
in partnership with Coillte, See Change and Mental Health Ireland (MHI) as part the national Green 
Ribbon campaign. 

The weekly Let’s Talk and Walk’s took place at Coillte Forrest Parks nationwide to encourage people to get out and start 
a conversation to change minds about mental health, while still adhering to government Covid-19 guidelines.

In 2021, the following Let’s Talk and Walk events took place in the following locations:

in association with
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PROMOTING GREEN RIBBON WITHIN THE FARMING COMMUNITY

To promote the Green Ribbon campaign among the farming community, See Change Ambassador Patrick Hipwell 
started wrapping his bales in green to raise awareness of mental health in his local community in 
Co Wexford.

Since I started talking, a lot of people realise that they have a problem. Glad I've done it. 
That's why I started wrapping bales in green, so people driving and see the green and 
know what it’s for mental health and now even other farms wrapped theirs. Even people 
driving by and not from a farming background see the green and know the reason why, 
it's brilliant.”
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TULLAMORE GOES GREEN

“This is our 4th year to run the “Tullamore Goes 
Green” initiative in support of the See Change 
Green Ribbon campaign. 

This year, like last year was slightly different due to 
the continuation of the Covid-19 pandemic and the 
fact that the campaign is now held later in the year. 

We carried on with last year’s theme and ordered 
most of our usual 10,000 ribbons in counter 
top boxes which we distributed to shops and 
businesses throughout the town in the run up to 
the Green Ribbon campaign launch. 
We continue to be inspired by the way our 
community embraces the “Tullamore Goes Green” initiative and we were delighted to 
see so many companies holding coffee mornings and get-togethers with a Green Ribbon / mental health theme. It is 
only through events like this that the conversation about mental health will really begin to open up. 

As always, Offaly County Council and Rodge Larkin went above and beyond in their support of the initiative and 
turned the Town Hall green as well as O’ Connor Square. On the 18th of September Offaly County Council held the 
“Fayre in the Square” there was live music from local artists with Mundy heading-lining and lots family 
fun activities. Green Ribbons were distributed on the day and the stage was decorated with giant green ribbons, it 
was great to see so many people wearing their ribbons and talking about the Tullamore Goes Green and the Green 
Ribbon campaign. 

This year it was great to see many sports clubs becoming involved in the initiative with lots 
of local GAA clubs taking photos and posting on social media. As always Tullamore Harriers continues to be our 
biggest supporter gathering together all the different age groups for photos and talks about mental health. The 
link between physical and mental health can’t be denied and I am glad to see this being highlighted through the 
Tullamore Goes Green initiative. 

As usual there were some lovely window displays throughout the town and many businesses proudly supported 
one of our coveted large green ribbons. 

Mental health is something that a�ects us all throughout our lives and people should feel 
as comfortable talking about their mental health as they are about their physical health. It 
is great to witness �rst-hand how the Tullamore Goes Green initiative is helping to reduce 
the stigma around mental health year on year in Tullamore and the surrounding areas.”Ja
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At Castle Paints, we are proud to participate in the 'Tullamore Goes Green Initiative', which 
continues to grow each year and it's brilliant to see so many local people and businesses in the 
community coming together in an e�ort to end the stigma around mental illness.
It's safe to say that many of us experience mental ill-health at some stage in our lives. And now, 
more than ever, we need to open up the conversation around our mental well-being and 
understand that if you are going through a di�cult time, it's okay to talk and ask for help.
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We had absolutely no hesitation about whether to get involved with the ‘Tullamore Goes Green’ 
imitative, when we heard about it. Mental Health issues a�ect us all, whether personally, or 
through supporting the people we love, live with and work with and we at KMK Metals 
Recycling are no exception. For ‘Tullamore Goes Green’ we encouraged all of our 130 plus 
employees at both our Tullamore and Kilbeggan facilities, to wear a green ribbon and an email 
was sent around to highlight the importance of ending the stigma around mental health issues 
and dealing with things head on. We also arranged a co�ee morning in the o�ce with delicious 
green iced buns, both to raise further awareness and to encourage sta� to take a break and 
have a nice catch up with their colleagues. It is a wonderful initiative that we hope will 
continued long into the future.
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AllPro Recruitment is proud to support Tullamore Goes Green. We know from talking to 
candidates; moving jobs, job hunting and not being happy in your job is stressful for 
people and can a�ect their day-to-day life and mental health. This is why we are 
delighted to support the work Tullamore Goes Green does to promote positive mental 
health and end mental health stigma. Tullamore Goes Green makes a huge di�erence to 
the quality of life for all in our community.Ja
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 AllPro Recruitment
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ORGANISATIONS THAT PARTICIPATED IN TULLAMORE GOES GREEN 2021

Faheys Haven Pharmacy
Dezynamite

Cahill Jewellers
Tullamore Credit Union

KODE Clothing & Footwear
Hanlons Butchers

G&T Drapery
Game Stop

AIB
Mother Earth

Midland Travel
Lloyds Pharmacy

Galvin
Cloonans Hardware

Chocolate Brown
Solo

Tommy Clarkes Barbershop
Aidan Walsh Opticians

Doyle’s Gala
Studio One Hair Salon

Hair by Design
Ritzys Hair Salon

Edgewater Medical
Mc Cormacks Pharmacy

Discovery Music
Jenny’s Kitchen

Hairspray Hair Salon
Rose Finlay Total Health Pharmacy

Carmines Takeaway
Dominos Pizza

Deirdres Hair Care
The Retreat Beauty Salon

The Captain House Restaurant
Spar

Flynns Bakery
Tormeys Butchers

The Bridge House Hotel
Bank of Ireland
Eddie Rockets

Tullamore Library
Grey Cunniffe Flaherty Insurances

Dotser
Opium Beauty Salon

LG 2
Normas Lingere

Sherry Fitzgerald Lewis Hamill
The Flower Bar 

Subway
O’ Donovans CarePlus Pharmacy

Leavys Centra
Pigtails Hair Salon
Root 66 Hair Salon
The Hairy Barber

Cheveaux Hair Salon
Kellys Toymaster

Fitzpatricks Garage
Kellys Newsagents

Midland PVC Products
Expert Electrical 

Castle Paints
Heatwise
Brooks 

Midland Flooring
Tullamore Court Hotel

Reveal Makeup
B.N.I Offaly

Tyrells Home Bakery
Bespoke Barbers

Brushed Blow dry Bar
Shishir Restaurant
Axis Architecture

Midland Books
REA Heffernan Auctioneers

The Townhouse
fititout.ie

Eye Contact Opticians 
Sambodinos

Quirkes Medical Hall
Guy Clothing

Lynam Garden Furniture
O’ Connors Grocery

Colton Motors
Dolan’s Gala

D&S Hardware
Print Plus
Playtown

One Pilates
TC Physiotherapy

Oasis Fitness Studio
Tullamore Mens Shed

The Honey Bean
Clonminch Pharmacy
Tullamore Floor Store
All Pro Recruitment
Fox’s Newagents

Jane Byrne Chartered Accountants
Mucklagh Nutrition Coaches

Hugh Lynch’s Bar
Power 4 Good

K Flowers
Grennans Butchers
More @ Grennans

The Wooden Hanger
AJ’s Hair Salon

A.E.S
Tullamore College
The Bridge Centre

Café 4 U
JK Travel

Eir
Anthony’s One Stop Shop

Kit your Kitchen
Holland & Barrett
Dolan’s Pharmacy
Paul Byron Shoes
Cards ‘n’ Things
Kate & Charlie

Vodafone
Vero Moda

Trax Tullamore
The Beauty Spot
Silken Jewellers

IMC Cinema
Euro Giant

Equave Hair Salon
Boston Barbers

Employability Midlands
Dunnes Stores
Heiton Buckley 

Allure Hair & Beauty
Tullamore Meats

Lawless Funeral Directors
Crossans Butchers

Integra Life Sciences
Tullamore Chamber of Commerce

HSE Staff Choir
John Mollin Auctioneers

Tullamore Tribune
The Junction

Powercutz Fitness
Sirrocos Restaurant

Tullamore Community Pre-school

Hoeys Taxi & Bus
AIB

Tullamore Fire Brigade
Offaly County Council

Offaly Camogie
Midlands 103

Robbins
Tullamore Tidy Towns

Tullamore Dew Visitor Centre
Tullamore Harriers
The Office Centre

Byrne Casey & Associates
Ace Braces

Health Medical Centre
Fix my I

Joe Sullivan Photography
Kinahan Auctioneers

Cavanna Clothing
SuperBass

Darkness into Light Tullamore
Tullamore Community Training Centre

Samantha’s Beauty Clinic
Regatta

Ronan Mc Cann Plant Hire
Carz N Coffee Tullamore
NAKID By Sharon Leavy

Maireads Holistic Therapies
Molloy Precast

Gorman Hooper Dolan Insurances
Grey Hair Studio

Pauline’s Beauty & Day Spa
The Blue Apron Restaurant
National Learning Network

Duffy & Scott Candlemakers
Tullamore Further Education 

Training Centre
Townmore Construction

Tullamore Test & Repair Centre
SBG Tullamore

Vove Media
John Mc Evoy Plumbing

Beautiful Creations
Happy Hours Pre-school

My Fair Lady
St. Marys Youth Centre

Tullamore GAA Club
Flanagan Properties

Garda Siochana Laois Offaly 
Offaly local Development

Tullamore Jobs Club
MOJO

Step Up Project
Offaly Rural Development

SICAP
Offaly Volunteering
The Bridge Centre

Costa Coffee
Tullamore Swim Club

KMK Metals
Tullamore Camera Club

CoderDojo
Cleariew Windscreens
Patrick Mitchell & Co. 

Emerald Stained Glass
Leonard Owens Sports Therapy

Midlands Regional Hospital Tullamore
Aura Leisure Centre

Midland Electrical Wholesalers
Scoil Mhuire National School

Cross Fit Tullamore
Hickeys of Clonaslee

Stage Stars Academy
Conicker Farm

Tullamore Mental Health Association
Paul Moore Photography

Le Cheile Choir
Tullamore Forresters

Tullamore Drain cleaning
Tullamore Traveller Movement

Specsavers
PC Fitness

Ballycommon Telework & 
Training Centre

Twenty Two Salon
Conway & Co.

Yvonne O’ Toole Singing
Central Hotel

Clodiagh Gaels 
Peter Gillivan Butchers

KC Motorcycles
WOC Drylining
Zoetis Ireland

Steris Laboratories
Lambes Oil

Zumba with Dorinda
Hair by Havilla

Tullamore Cycling Club
Tullamore Lions Club

Declan Harvey
Offaly Dog Shelter
Tull Dew Distillery
The Colour Yard

Sonia Makeup Artist
St. Josephs National School

Bam Brew
Offaly Minding Our Mental Health

Stratus Healthcare Pharmacy
The King Oak

Tullamore Town FC
The Noel Group
Park Avenue 23

Texas
First Food Consultancy

Paula Nolan Photography
Zambrero
Palfinger
Insomnia
Frankies

Accessible Counselling Tullamore
George Robinson Car Wash

The Shoe Loft
Mother Earth

D-Kidz
Solo Boutique

The Sound Centre
The Square Café
The Phoenix Bar

Natural Stuff
Midlands Martial Arts

Killeigh National School
G&M Hanlon

Emer Kinnarney Sports Therapy 
Tullamore

Gormans Newsagents
St. Vincents GAA Club

Macs Cabs
Caramico

Supermacs
Olive and Fig

Jig Jam
Tully’s Life Pharmacy
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GREEN RIBBON IN THE WORKPLACE

Due to the Covid 19 restrictions, many workplaces decided to run online events again this year. We are highlighting 
some of our See Change workplaces and the stigma reduction work they are doing.

Pobal works on behalf of Government to support communities and local agencies 
toward achieving social inclusion and development.

During the month:

• Staff were encouraged to show their support by including the Green Ribbon banner on their email signature

• Pobal displayed the Green Ribbon banner on its Twitter account 

• Enda Doherty, HR Employee Relations & Policies Manager, spoke at the launch of Green Ribbon 2021   
 about Pobal’s involvement with the See Change Workplace Programme 

• Participated in the ‘Pass the Ribbon’ video to promote Green Ribbon 2021

• Held a virtual staff talk to celebrate Green Ribbon 2021 and World Mental Health Day with well-known   
 broadcaster, journalist, social justice campaigner and co-founder of ‘Insight Matters’ Dil Wickremasinghe

• Promoted our internal staff supports e.g. Employee Assistance Programme 

• Launched a new partnership with a wellbeing supports provider to provide an increased number and frequency of  
 wellness activities and events including daily mindfulness, exercise sessions, staff talks 

• Supported a charity event in memory of our colleague and friend Ray Treacy, who was a See Change   
 Ambassador

• Developed a Workplace Mental Health Policy through our in-house consultation structures. This was  
 circulated to all staff in July 2021 and was very well received

• Included reference to the Workplace Mental Health Policy in Line Manager training modules delivered during the  
 year. We also included reference to the policy as part of our Corporate Induction events held for new staff

Pobal is deeply committed to promoting mental health awareness among our sta� 
and reducing the stigma often associated with mental health. Over the last 
number of years, we have put a number of initiatives in place to support our sta� 
which have focused on mental health awareness and supports; mental health �rst 
aid, wellness and mindfulness, and sta� education and development. All of this 
work has led us to the See Change Workplace Programme and we were delighted 
to sign up to the pledge to become an o�cial See Change Workplace in 2021. 

For the 2021 Green Ribbon Campaign, our involvement was led from the top with 
the CEO promoting our initiatives to sta�.
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Quotes from Pobal staff: 

The Health Products Regulatory Authority (HPRA) regulates medicines and devices 
for the benefit of people and animals.

Thank you to everyone involved in 
organising this. Please pass on my 
message to the rest of the team.

These look great, looking forward to 
attending some of the talks!

I really appreciate the focus our company has placed on our 
metal health and wellbeing. In particular all of the talks on 
mental health has made it easier for me to talk openly to 
friends and family about my own mental health issues.

Focusing on the mental wellbeing of our employees has been a key pillar of our 
wellbeing strategy for a number of years.  e completed the workplace pledge in 
2019 and since then we align our initiatives with Green Ribbon month. This has 
enabled us to adopt a structure and ongoing partnership with See Change 
through which we hold initiatives that help reduce stigma in the workplace and 
provide useful, easily accessible resources and supports to our employees.  

In our continuous work to create a sense of togetherness and an open culture 
around how mental wellbeing a�ects each one of us, with the help of See Change 
we held our �rst “Share your Story” panel discussion.  

And throughout the year, a variety of other activities and events were organised 
via our health and wellbeing programme, always with a nod to how each initiative 
bene�t your mental wellbeing.  
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Throughout the year, the HPRA  workered with See Change to: 

• Participated in Light Up Green

• Introductory workshops for new employees and new managers and seminars on various mental   
 wellbeing topics for all in the organisation.  

• We held our first “Share your Story” panel discussion:  two very brave and courageous colleagues   
 joined the panel, where they openly and honestly discussed their mental wellbeing journey with their fellow   
 colleagues.

• We also had Financial Wellbeing seminars and 1-1 clinics

• We hosted Healthy Eating workshops, provided physical challenges and family wellbeing resources and 
 seminars and raising awareness of our employee assistance programme (EAP).    

Quotes from HPRA staff

My company has had a focus on mental 
wellbeing for a number of years and this along 

with Diversity and Inclusion is a key pillar within 
our employee wellbeing strategy.

We have a number of in-house committees and 
have also sought the support of other 

organisations to help us grow as an organisation. 
Everyone is given a voice through all staff 

briefings and by way of survey to help define our 
goals and highlight our plans.

I’ve always been somebody who is very open about mental health, having seen 
first-hand the suffering and devastation a person can go through with their mental 
health. I’ve also seen over the years how we have grown in society and workplaces 

to help breakdown the stigma of mental health.

It’s evident to me that the HPRA value the importance of educating everyone on 
how Wellbeing, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion is everyone’s responsibility. In 
order to reduce the associated stigmas we are encouraged to be aware of the 
language we use and to take responsibility to educate ourselves. I also found it 

great that the HPRA gave a voice to those who have lived through various 
experiences and we had very brave colleagues who shared their own personal 

journeys. It was extremely beneficial to all.
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DISTRIBUTION OF GREEN RIBBONS

BOOTS

Boots Ireland was one of four main distributors on this year’s Green Ribbon campaign, having partnered with 
See Change since 2017. Boots has proudly supported the campaign by promoting it to both customers and team 
members across the country. We were delighted to be included as part of a webinar and guest panel launching this 
year’s campaign centred around the theme of ‘inclusion’ and what that means from a workplace setting. 

BOOT’S GREEN RIBBON ACTIVITIES INCLUDED:

• Over 40,000 green ribbons were available to customers throughout all 90 Boots stores nationwide, which 
supported and promoted conversations on mental health

• Mental health webinars were available for team members and focused on the popular myths and 
misconceptions about mental health. See Change Ambassador Bernadette Crawford hosted one of the webinars 
which centred around mental health stigma

• Green Ribbons were worn by team members across the country 
• See Change email signatures were available to all team members to use in helping promote the campaign 

both internally and externally
• In-store teams got behind the campaign, for example the Blanchardstown Store encouraged team members to 

leave a note on display on their ‘Tree of Life’ as to what being inclusive means to them
• The campaign was closed with an overview of resources and available tools for wellbeing 
 and mental health which was issued to all team members

42,300 Ribbons 
across 91 stores

21,200 Ribbons 
across 6 major 
Irish Rail stations

20,700 Ribbons 
across 200+ branches

7,800 Ribbons 
across 39 stores

Boots Ireland is delighted to continue working in partnership with See Change 
and helping to de-stigmatise mental health.
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AIB

We were proud to continue to support the Green Ribbon campaign as it moved to 
September in 2021 and contended against the pandemic. We followed all safety 
guidelines to ensure our branches throughout the country could still distribute the 
Green Ribbons. In total 20,700 Green Ribbons were distrusted through 
our 200+ locations which are spread across each county in Ireland.  
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In an environment where personal conversations and connection were more 
important than ever, we supported sta� in being able to discuss the meaning 
behind the Green Ribbon and how to support the campaign with our customers. 
This sparked many important conversations. For many, this was 
the only conversation with another person they had that day due to the isolation 
Covid brought. Alongside our See Change inspired always-on mental health 
programme “Time to Talk” held internally, we ensured all sta� wore their Green 
Ribbon at virtual meetings and added the same to their signature to show that, 
although we are apart, we still stand together on breaking 
down the stigma that surrounds mental health.”

Te
re

sa
 D

ooley, Youth & Personal Market Lead, A
IB Branches

SEE CHANGE PARTNERS

To find our more about our partners, please visit our 
website at  www.seechange.ie/our-partners/
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GREEN RIBBON DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN

See Change Green Ribbons were distributed to businesses, workplaces, schools/colleges, individuals and many other 
organisations across Ireland. 

In 2021, See Change applied its Green Ribbon pre-order system to reduce delivery times and improve campaign 
exposure. This year, we made important changes to our pre-order system through consistent communication, 
whereby we continually engaged with our network via email communications and social media content, reminding our 
supporters to place their Green Ribbon order.

As a result, our Green Ribbon orders increased from 170 in 2020 to 340 in 2021. 

Orders from all of supporter categories increased from 2020:
• Orders from companies increased from 32 in 2020 to 68 in 2021
• Orders from support services increased from 13 in 2020 to 53 in 2021
• Orders from Sports and Community Groups increased from 13 in 2020 to 35 in 2021

See Change also worked closely with Resource Officers for Suicide Prevention nationwide to distribute Green Ribbons, 
enamel pins and face masks. We provided over 300 face masks to Resource Officers around the country. 

2020 ORDER BREAKDOWN

2021 ORDER BREAKDOWN

Banks
Company
Farming
Government
Medical Supports (H&PCC’S)
HSE
Individuals
Mental Health
Sport/Community Groups
Support/Services
School/University

Banks
Company
Farming
Government
Schools and Universities
Medical Supports
HSE
Individuals
Sport/Community/Support Services
Mental Health
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SEE CHANGE FUNDERS

See Change relies on the support of our funding partners, who help ensure the continued running of our mental 
health stigma reduction projects, research and campaigns like Green Ribbon. 

We couldn’t do our work without them, and are thankful to receive the support of:

National Office for Suicide Prevention 
(Health Service Executive) John Meehan

Emma Balmaine, CEO

Saint John of God Hospital

Department of Health Development Funding, Minister of State for 
Mental Health and Older People Mary Butler
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National Office for Suicide Prevention 
(Health Service Executive) John Meehan

THANK YOU FROM SEE CHANGE

From left to right: See Change See Change Administration Assistant Emma Mulligan, See Change Communications 
and Social Media Officer Rachel Nulty, See Change Programmes Leader Barbara Brennan, See Change Partner and 
Volunteer Support Officer Shauna O’Connor and See Change Workplace Coordinator Emma Halvey.

We would like to extend a huge thank you to everyone who 
contributed to the success of our 9th Green Ribbon campaign. 

Only by working together can we create an Ireland where 
we can have open and honest conversations about mental health, 

without fear of discrimination.

We are looking forward to your continued 
support in 2022!

THANK

YOU

NOW YOU’VE READ... 

LET’S END MENTAL HEALTH STIGMA TOGETHER

Now you’ve read about our 2021 Green Ribbon campaign, get in touch with us at info@seechange.ie 
or on our website www.seechange.ie to find out how you can get involved during the rest of the year. 
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